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Good news is bad news 

 FCI-G index indicates insufficient tightness 

 

 

 

 

 

Good news is bad news 
Last week’s JOLTS and jobs data showed that the US labor market had broken free from 
overheated conditions, which I viewed as a game changer. Thus far, the overheated labor 
market had been a driver of sustained US inflation pressure. Therefore, the most important 
change with regard to inflation is that equilibrium has been restored in the labor market. In 
that sense, there is no change to my understanding that the change in employment 
indicators seen last week is a “game changer” from a long-term viewpoint. That said, of 
course, this also entails risks. There is a major risk of the employment market overheating 
again or of us seeing a rebound in the rate of wage hikes due to strong economic growth. 
From that perspective, the recovery of the ISM Services Index to 54.5, which was released 
yesterday, can be described as “good news is bad news.” 
 
That said, from the standpoint of “financial conditions,” this rebound of the ISM Index could 
be said to be in line with expectations. The new FCI-G financial conditions index announced 
by the Fed on 30 June adopts seven variables used in the Fed’s economic model (such as 
the FRB/US model). The index is derived by using impulse response analysis1, enabling us 
to observe the impact of financial conditions on the growth rate. As of December 2022, the 
FCI-G with one-year lookback window and the FCI-G with three-year lookback window stood 
at 1.59 and 0.95, respectively, but they had fallen to 0.06 and 0.39, respectively, as of July 
2023. Despite the Fed having implemented rate hikes totaling 1% since last year, financial 
conditions had become looser than before. 
 
Of course, due to additional rate hikes since December 2022, we saw a rise in three of the 
seven indicators in the FCI-G index—the federal funds rate, the 10-year Treasury yield, and 
the 30-year fixed mortgage rate. This means that they moved in the direction of tightening 
compared to December 2022. However, the effects of this were more than offset by 
improvements in the four other indicators—the triple-B corporate bond yield, US stock price 
index, housing price index, and the dollar index—resulting in looser financial conditions. 
Unless these four indicators stabilize, the Fed may need to continue prolonged tightening 
and engage in additional interest rate hikes. (However, the rise in the long-term interest rate 
and mortgage rates, and the drop in stock prices seen in August may have obviated the 
need for additional rate hikes that might have otherwise been required.) 
 
One challenging thing about the final stages of rate hikes is the risk of a rapid deterioration 
of the FCI-G index and financial conditions becoming excessively tight if corporate bond 
spreads rise or stock prices drop while the base interest rate has been raised substantially. 
In the sense that it justifies the need for further tightening of financial conditions, the firmness 
of the US growth rate indicated by the ISM Services Index data released yesterday can be 
said to have made it somewhat harder to achieve a soft landing. 
 

 

                                                                    
1 With regard to the impulse response function, we refer to the VAR model in chapter four of “Metric time-series analysis for economic and finance 
data” written by Tatsuyoshi Okimoto (Japanese only, Asakura Publishing). 
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Dec-22 Jul-23

FCI-G 1-y ear (%) 1.59 0.06

FCI-G 3-y ear (%) 0.95 0.39

1 Effectiv e FF (%) 4.32 5.32

2 10y  UST (%) 3.87 3.96

3 M BS 30y  (%) 6.58 6.93

4 Baa 10y  (%) 5.6 5.74

5 US stock index  ($) 38,521 45,970

6 Z illow  ($1000) 340.9 348

7 Dollar Index  ($) 103.5 101.9

https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/a-new-index-to-measure-us-financial-conditions-20230630.html
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